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Formulation of the problem
Modern geoinformatic systems (GIS) offer a wide
range of tools for working with a variety of geodata. One
of the important features of modern GIS is the ability to
expand its own functionality by creating new software
scripts, extensions, geo-processing models, etc. The
purpose of this work is to investigate the possibilities of
creating a new GIS’ functional to perform geodetic
calculations and visualize their results. This kind of task is
relevant given by the existing diversity of output data, the
changeless improvement of computing methods, necessity
of transfering results to users in the GIS-data formats.

The ArcGIS environment and its application
ArcToolbox combines many geodatabase tools, and most
importantly, it allows you to create the tools you need by
yourself as an interface for inputting source data and help
and information windows.
To study the possibilities of development, we have
programmed a number of traditional geodetic problems:
determination of convergence of meridians on a plane,
determination of point’s coordinates by direct angular
intersection and inverse angular intersection and other
tasks. Python program code that implements the definite
formulas for calculating these tasks and graphical user
interface for input/output is created using a text editor
(Fig. 2).

The main material
The modern market of geoinformatics is saturated
with a large number of instrumental GIS equipped with
software tools for performing geodetic tasks. GIS, both
commercional and open source, are common in the world
and in Ukraine: ArcGIS, MapInfo, Digitals, GIS6, QGIS.
Almost all of them have the means of developing a new
functional. The results presented in this article are derived
from the ArcGIS instrumental GIS environment that uses
the high-level scripting language Python. The user-created
programs are placed in the standard ArcToolbox toolbar
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Script program code (shown incomplete) in the
Python programming language

Fig. 1. ArcGIS software environment and ArcToolbox
application

Examples of data that are used for educational
purposes at the Institute of Geodesy are used for testing
these programs.
Also, for each application, there is an electronic help
that is displayed in the user interface in the right window.
You can use the keyboard or the electronic map or
external files to enter the input parameters and get the
results of the calculations. The window of the developed
tool for determination of point’s coordinates by direct
angular intersection is shown in Fig. 3
To determine the convergence of the meridians at a
certain point on the plane, we set the fields for entering
such data: geographic latitude and geographic longitude.

research is to improve the programs, which will make the
use of these tools more effective and allow them to solve
these and other, more complex tasks. Another area is
adaptation of the developed software for using in mobile
versions of ArcGIS.

Fig. 3. Developed tool window: on the left - field for
input data, on the right - electronic help
The input data for determination of point’s
coordinates by direct and inverse angular intersection are
contained in measurement files from tacheometers or GPS
receivers. In the GIS environment, they are presented as
attribute tables in dBASE IV format as shown in Fig. 4a.
Separately, a table of measured angles is created in
accordance with the intersection scheme (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 5. Message window with results of calculations

Fig. 4a. Attributive table of input data

Fig. 4b. Attributable table of angles data
After adding these data to the ArcGIS environment,
the program visualizes them on the working surface in
accordance with the attribute table. Results of the program
- the calculated coordinates of the point are reported on
the screen and displayed on an electronic map (Fig. 5).
These coordinates create a new shape-file with the
appropriate attribute table (Fig. 6).

Conclusions
Analyzing the results of experimental investigations,
we affirmed: ArcGIS software tools allow users to extend
the standard GIS functionality. The calculations are
performed by using convenient programs that work
correctly and quickly and have new graphical
visualization capabilities. The direction of our further

Fig. 6. Visualization of final results
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Investigation of means of making geodetic
calculations in modern geoinformatic systems
I. Кolb, I. Trevoho, S. Lisniakov
Means of making geodetic calculations in modern
geoinformatic systems were investigated in this
experiment. We created ArcGIS software that performs
and visualizes results of geodetic tasks. This aspect allows
the creation of special tools for automatic computing and
their using in compatibility with the GIS environment.

